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a b s t r a c t
Potential improvements in the performance of tandem amorphous silicon/microcrystalline silicon (a-Si:H/
μc-Si:H) solar cells, related to the TCO superstrates with enhanced scattering properties are studied. In
particular, optical effects of a high haze double textured (W-textured) SnO2:F TCO superstrate are analyzed
and compared to the properties of the pyramidal type SnO2:F TCO superstrate. Solar cell with W-textured
superstrate exhibits higher long-wavelength external quantum efﬁciency of the bottom μc-Si:H cell than the
one with pyramidal type TCO superstrate. Optical simulations are employed to study the potential
improvements of the solar cell performance if ideal haze parameter (H = 1) and/or a broad angular
distribution function (Lambertian) of scattered light are applied to textured interfaces in the solar cell
structure. Simulations reveal signiﬁcant improvements in long-wavelength quantum efﬁciencies if a broad
angular distribution function of scattered light is applied. Optical losses in the cells with enhanced scattering
properties are analysed and evaluated in terms of short-circuit current losses in the supporting layers and
losses due to reﬂected light.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Thin-ﬁlm silicon (Si) technology has gained an important position
in photovoltaic industry and market. Small material consumption,
low-temperature deposition processes applicable to large areas in
either batch or roll-to-roll production lines make thin-ﬁlm Si solar
cells and modules competitive to other solar cells, regarding total
costs and state-of-the-art performances [1]. In order to boost the
conversion efﬁciency of the thin-ﬁlm silicon solar cells and/or to
reduce the thickness of absorber layers further (meaning shorter
deposition times, smaller material consumption), advanced light
trapping techniques are of great importance [2]. They are aiming to
efﬁciently scatter the light in the cell, in order to increase the
absorption in the active layers (absorbers), whereas optical losses in
the supporting layers (contacts, doped layers) and reﬂectance from
the cell should be minimized. Textured transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) superstrates are used to introduce surface texture and light
scattering within the solar cell structures in so-called superstrate
conﬁguration (light entering through the transparent superstrate).
Typically, SnO2:F [3], magnetron sputtered ZnO:Al [4] or LPCVD ZnO:B
[5] TCOs deposited on glass carrier are used as superstrates for thinﬁlm Si solar cells. The textures of the TCO surfaces are pyramidal(SnO2:F, ZnO:B) or crater-like (ZnO:Al after etching). Recently, novel
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types of high haze SnO2:F TCO superstrates with double-texture (Wtexture) surface morphology have been developed [6]. These TCO
superstrates are aiming to signiﬁcantly boost the scattering level
(haze), especially at longer wavelengths (λ > 600 nm), to enhance the
long-wavelength absorption in microcrystalline Si (μc-Si:H) based
single junction or tandem amorphous Si/microcrystalline Si (a-Si:H/
μc-Si:H) solar cells. Similar transparency of W-textured TCOs can be
achieved as in the case of pyramidal type of surface texture. [7].
In this work we focus on experimental and theoretical study of
TCOs with enhanced scattering properties and investigate their role
on the performance of a tandem a-Si:H/μc-Si:H solar cell. In particular,
optical effects of high haze W-textured TCO superstrates are studied.
After showing the advantages of W-textured TCO superstrates over
SnO2:F TCO superstrates with pyramidal like surface texture optical
simulations are employed to investigate the role of further improvements in scattering properties of TCO superstrates. Beside high haze
the importance of a broad angular distribution function of scattered
light of the TCO superstrates is revealed. Further on, optical losses in
the supporting layers are studied. The losses in the back reﬂector are
indicated as one of the limiting factors for further improvements.

2. Simulation method
A one-dimensional semi-coherent optical simulator SunShine was
used for theoretical investigations [8]. In the simulator, direct (nonscattered) light is analyzed in terms of coherent electromagnetic
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waves, whereas for scattered light ray tracing is applied. Reﬂection,
transmission and light scattering properties of each textured interface
are taken into account for incoming waves and rays in simulations.
Main input parameters of the simulator are: thicknesses of layers,
including thick glass at the front, wavelength-dependent complex
refractive indices of individual layers, light scattering parameters of
textured interfaces, calibration functions for total reﬂectance at
(textured) interfaces and solar illumination spectrum. The scattering
parameters are: haze, H, which describes the scattering level of
reﬂected and transmitted light and the angular distribution function,
ADF, which describes directional dependency of scattered light. The H
and the ADF parameters for reﬂected and for transmitted light can be
calibrated with the measured scattering properties for speciﬁc TCO
superstrate [9]. Modiﬁed equations of scalar scattering theory are
used in the simulator to transfer the measured H, (typically
determined for the TCO superstrate in air surrounding) to internal
interfaces in the solar cell structures [10–12]. Accurate transformation
of the ADF from external measurements in air to internal interfaces is
more critical and requires either extensive simulation ﬁtting
procedures (based on the analysis of partial solar cell structures) or
two- and three-dimensional modelling that considers accurate
surface morphology of the textured interface. In a ﬁrst order
approximation the ADF measured externally (e.g. at TCO/air interface)
is directly applied to internal interfaces in the solar cell structure.
Main results obtained from the optical simulations with the
SunShine are the wavelength-dependent light reﬂectance from the
structure, the absorptance in each layer (absorbed light in active
layers, optical losses in supporting layers) and the optical generation
rate proﬁle. Considering an ideal extraction of the generated charge
carriers in the absorber layers and neglecting the contributions from
the doped layers, the calculated absorptance of the absorber layers
can be considered as the external quantum efﬁciency of the solar cells.
In this way also short-circuit current density can be determined from
the absorptance for the solar spectrum used (AM1.5).
3. Results and discussion
Optical effects of the two types of textured TCO superstrates were
investigated: a pyramidal type (known as Asahi U type) and high haze
W-textured SnO2:F TCO superstrate. Their haze parameters for
transmitted light and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) pictures
of the textured TCO surface morphology are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. Whereas in the case of pyramidal type TCO randomly

Fig. 1. Haze parameter of the pyramidal type TCO (Asahi U) superstrate measured in air
(simulation and measurement) and for TCO/p-a-SiC:H interface (simulation). Scanning
Electron Microscopy picture of the TCO surface is shown in the inset.
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Fig. 2. Haze parameter of the W-textured TCO measured in air (measurement and
simulation) and for TCO/p-a-SiC:H interface (simulation). Scanning Electron Microscopy picture of the TCO surface is shown in the inset.

distributed pyramid-grains are present at the surface, in the case of
W-textured TCO two types of texturing features are superimposed:
small pyramids on top of larger hemi-spheres. Details about the
electrical properties and the deposition methods of the TCOs can be
found elsewhere [3,7], here we focus our investigation on light
scattering properties only. Measurements in the air are presented by
circles in the ﬁgures. Illumination was applied from the glass side of
the samples. Lines present the simulations in which equations of
scalar scattering theory were used to approximate the wavelengthdependent haze behavior [10,11]. Signiﬁcantly higher haze in shortand especially long-wavelength region is observed for the W-textured
TCO, compared to the pyramidal type TCO superstrate. A shallow
peak in the measured H at λ ≈ 500 nm is observed for the selected
W-textured TCO due to the presence of two types of texturing. In
simulations the equations of scalar scattering theory were calibrated
on haze measurements at the TCO/air interface and were then used to
determine the haze parameter at internal interfaces (e.g. for TCO/pa-SiC:H as shown in the graphs and other interfaces) in a solar cell
structure [12]. Simulations revealed that simulated haze at TCO/p-aSiC:H interface has signiﬁcantly higher values than the one
determined at TCO/air interface. Following the scalar scattering
theory higher difference in the refractive indexes between the
incident medium (TCO) and the medium in transmission (p-a-SiC:H)
leads to a higher scattering level for the transmitted light [11]. Thus,
at internal interfaces formed by layers with high difference in the
refractive indexes (like TCO with n ≈ 1.9 and p-a-SiC:H with n ≈ 3.3
at λ = 600 nm), much higher haze is expected than the one
determined in air surrounding, for both types of TCO superstrates.
Tandem a-Si:H/μc-Si:H solar cells were deposited by PECVD on
both types of TCO superstrates. The thicknesses of the top i-a-Si:H and
the bottom i-μc-Si:H absorber layer were 0.35 μm and 1.5 μm,
respectively. For the back reﬂector ZnO/Ag was used. No intermediate
reﬂector was applied between the top and the bottom cell. The results
of the measured external quantum efﬁciency, QE, are shown in Fig. 3
(symbols). Almost no changes are observed in the quantum
efﬁciencies corresponding to the top cell, QEtop, when using pyramidal
type or W-textured TCO superstrate. However, in the quantum
efﬁciency of the bottom cell, QEbot, noticeable increase in the longwavelength region can be observed for the W-textured superstrate
(due to enhanced long-wavelength scattering). The corresponding JSC,
values of the top cell are JSC top ≈ 11.8 mA/cm2 for cells on both types
of TCO superstrates and JSC bot ≈ 10.4 mA/cm2 and 11.9 mA/cm2 for
the cell on pyramidal and the W-textured TCO superstrates,
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Fig. 3. Measured and simulated external quantum efﬁciencies of the top and the bottom
cell in a-Si:H/μc-Si:H tandem conﬁguration (dtop = 0.35 μm, dbot = 1.5 μm) deposited
on the pyramidal type and W-textured TCO superstrate.

respectively. This means that the W-textured TCO superstrate leads to
around 12% increase in JSC bot.
For the analysis of optical situation in the solar cell structures we
employed our optical simulator SunShine, which we calibrate with the
optical parameters of the layers (complex refractive indexes, layer
thicknesses) and scattering parameters of the interfaces (H and ADF)
for the cells on the two TCO superstrates. The ADF measurements of
the W-textured TCO are presented in Fig. 4. The ADF that corresponds
to longer wavelengths (λ = 960 nm) has a broader shape, which
means more scattering into larger angles, than in case of shorter
wavelengths (λ = 633 nm). The comparison of the ADF of W-textured
TCO with pyramidal type TCO (not shown here) reveals somewhat
narrower ADF of the W-textured TCO in short-wavelength region
(λ < 650 nm), however, for longer wavelengths the ADF of the Wtextured TCO is broadened, which improves the scattering and thus
long-wavelength absorption in μc-Si:H.
Assuming good extraction of generated charge carriers in absorber
layers (i-a-Si:H and i-μc-Si:H) and neglecting the small contribution
from the p- and n-doped layers, simulated absorptances in the top and
the bottom absorber are directly compared with the measured QEs of

Fig. 4. Measured angular distribution function of transmitted light (measured in a plane
perpendicular to the sample) of W-textured TCO superstrate.

the analyzed solar cell. Using the calibrated optical simulator the
simulated absorptances in the top and the bottom absorber (full lines
in Fig. 3) are in good agreement with the measured QEtop and QEbot,
for both solar cells with different TCO superstrates. The same trend of
increased long-wavelength QEbot as observed in measurements is
obtained also in simulations. Based on the agreement with the
experimental data, simulations were then used further to analyze the
optical situation in the cells with W-textured TCO superstrate and to
examine the potential of possible further improvements in solar cell
performance, related to enhanced light scattering properties.
First, potential thickness reductions of the bottom i-μc-Si:H
absorber layer, dbot, related to the use of the W-textured TCO
superstrate are indicated by means of optical simulations. In Fig. 5
the JSC bot is shown as a function of dbot for the solar cells with both
types of TCO superstrates. Linear dependency between JSCbot and dbot
is observed in the semi-logarithmic plot. From the plot, one can see,
for example, that 20% thinner i-μc-Si:H absorber (1.2 μm) can be used
in the case of W-textured TCO superstrate than in the case of
pyramidal type TCO superstrate (reference dbot = 1.5 μm), to achieve
the same level of JSC bot. Further on, about 30% thicker i-μc-Si:H
absorber (1.95 μm) should be used in the cell with pyramidal type of
TCO superstrate to achieve the same JSC bot as achieved in the cell with
the W-textured superstrate (dbot = 1.5 μm). These results indicate the
possibilities for noticeable thickness reductions (and thus shortening
the deposition times) of the i-μc-Si:H absorber layer in the case of the
use of high haze W-textured TCO superstrates.
Simulations were then further employed to analyze the optical
loses in the a-Si:H/μc-Si:H solar cell with different TCO superstrates.
Results of absorptances in the layers are presented in Fig. 6 for the
solar cell with W-textured TCO superstrate. White area represents the
share of light that is absorbed in the top and the bottom absorber and
that is utilized for the photocurrent generation. The colored areas are
the absorptances in p- and n-doped layers (p + n), in glass/SnO2:F Wtextured TCO superstrate, (TCO superstrate), in back reﬂector, BR,
(ZnO/Ag) and optical losses due to reﬂected light from the cell (R).
One can observe that in the short-wavelength region the optical losses
in p + n layers predominate (primarily losses in the p-a-SiC:H layer of
the top cell), whereas at longer wavelengths losses in TCO superstrate
and back reﬂector, besides the losses due to reﬂected light, start to
play a role. Also it is important to evaluate the losses in terms of JSC
due to light absorption in non-active layers. The relative shares of JSC
losses are presented in Fig. 7 (solar spectrum utilization). From this

Fig. 5. Simulated short-circuit current density of bottom μc-Si:H cell as a function of the iμc-Si:H absorber thickness, dbot, for the pyramidal type (bottom dashed line) and Wtextured TCO superstrates (top dashed line). Two open circles denote the measured values
for the thickness dbot = 1.5 μm, whereas the closed circles are simulation points. The lines
are guides for the eye.
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Fig. 6. Optical loss diagram for a-Si:H/μc-Si:H solar cell with W-textured TCO
superstrate.

graph one can observe that in the solar cell with W-textured TCO
(second bar-line from the top) about 27.4% (11.79 mA/cm2) and 28.1%
(12.07 mA/cm2) of theoretically available JSC (AM 1.5 spectrum,
λ = 350 − 1100 nm) is utilized in the top and the bottom absorber,
respectively. The 17.6% share (7.54 mA/cm2) is lost due to reﬂected
(non-absorbed) light. Among the supporting layers one should
mention 10.6%, share (4.56 mA/cm2) in the TCO superstrate and
10.2%, (4.40 mA/cm2) in the back reﬂector. Comparing optical losses
of the cell with the W-textured TCO superstrate to the one with the
pyramidal type TCO superstrate (top bar-line) one can observe a
decrease in optical losses for the W-textured TCO related to reﬂected
light (from 26.3% to 17.7%). This is because better light trapping is
employed in the cell with the W-textured TCO. However, the JSC
improvements in the bottom absorber are from 25.4% to 28.1%, at the
same time enhanced optical losses in back reﬂector are detected.
At this stage we focus our investigation to further reductions of
optical losses originating from reﬂected light, which can be done by
improving scattering properties (parameters) of the TCO superstrate.
For this reason in simulations we (a) boost the haze parameter of all
textured interfaces to the ideal value H = 1 (b) broaden the ADF to
Lambertian (cosine) distribution function and (c) use the combination of both, H = 1 and Lambertian ADF. Mentioned scattering
parameters were applied to the TCO superstrate and consequently
to all other textured interfaces (from TCO/p-a-SiC:H on) in the

Fig. 7. Solar spectrum utilization — short-circuit current distribution (in %) in active
layers (i-a-Si:H and μc-Si:H), JSC losses in supporting layers and losses due to reﬂected
light. The active layer thicknesses are dtop = 0.35 μm and dbot = 1.5 μm.
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Fig. 8. Improvements in external quantum efﬁciencies of the top a-Si:H and the bottom
μc-Si:H solar cell related to the ideal haze (H = 1) and broad angular distribution
function of scattered light (Lambertian ADF).

analyzed solar cell structure. All other optical parameters were kept
the same as in the case of simulation of the solar cell with W-textured
TCO superstrate. The results of QEs in cases (a)–(c) are presented in
Fig. 8, For comparison QEs of the solar cell with W-textured TCO
superstrate (scattering parameters of W-textured TCO) are shown. In
the case of (a), H = 1, one can observe further increase in longwavelength QEbot, while QEtop remains mostly unchanged. In the case
of (b), Lambertian ADF, noticeable increase in both, the longwavelength QEtop and especially in the long-wavelength QEbot is
observed. In the case of (c), combination of H = 1, and Lambertian
ADF, further improvements in the long-wavelength QEbot are
indicated.
These results show that besides enhancing haze parameter of the
TCO superstrates (and consequently of internal interfaces) special

Fig. 9. Potential thickness reductions of (A) top i-a-Si:H and (B) bottom i-μc-Si:H
absorber related to improved scattering parameters of textured TCO superstrate. As
the reference the solar cell with W-textured TCO superstrate (dtop = 0.35 μm and
dbot = 1.5 μm) was taken.
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attention has to be paid to develop the textured morphologies of the
TCO superstrates that would enable a broad ADF of the scattered light.
The JSC distribution in the top (i-a-Si:H) and the bottom absorber
(μc-Si:H) and JSC losses in the supporting layers and due to reﬂected
light in cases (a)–(c) can be found in Fig. 7. Compared to the solar cell
with W-textured TCO superstrate the losses due to reﬂected light are in
the case of (c) signiﬁcantly reduced from 17.7% to 10.7%. The
corresponding JSC shares related to the top and the bottom absorber
are increased from 27.4% to 28.9% for the top cell and from 28.1% to
31.2% for the bottom cell, the rest is lost due to increased absorptances in
non-active layers. Thus, further improvements in the cell can be done
only by minimizing the optical losses in the supporting layers, especially
in the back contact/reﬂector (11.5% share of JSC was lost therein in the
case of (c)). Simulation results show that by applying an ideal back
reﬂector (such as optimized dielectric back reﬂector with negligible
absorption, case (d)) in the solar cell with enhanced scattering
properties the share of JSC top and JSC bot would be almost unchanged
for top cell (30%) and signiﬁcantly improved for the bottom cell (36.6%).
However, at the same time the JSC losses are increased in TCO
superstrate, p- and n-doped layers and due to reﬂected light as a
consequence of ideal reﬂectance at the back side of the solar cell. It has to
be mentioned that the share of JSC in the top and the bottom absorber
layer could be larger, if thicker absorbers are applied. However, the
tendency is to use thin absorber layers. Therefore, we rather focus on
potential thickness reductions that can be achieved with TCO superstrates with enhanced scattering parameters, maintaining the JSC of the
top and the bottom cell unchanged. The results of thickness reductions
of the top and the bottom absorber in cases (a)–(d) are shown in Fig. 9.
As the reference, the solar cell with W-textured TCO superstrate, with di
top = 0.35 μm and di bot = 1.5 μm was taken. Signiﬁcant thickness
reductions are indicated, especially for the bottom μc-Si:H absorber:
−13.3% in the case of (a), −63.3% in the case of (d). The corresponding
reduction of the top a-Si:H absorber is from −5.7% to −45.7% and is
mostly a consequence of the broad ADF.
4. Conclusions
Effects of light scattering were analysed for a-Si:H/μc-Si:H solar
cell for two types of SnO2:F based TCO superstrates: with pyramidal

texture and W-textured TCO superstrate. An increase in the longwavelength QE of the bottom cell was observed for W-textured TCO
compared to the pyramidal type of TCO superstrate. Results of optical
simulations indicate 20% of thickness reduction of the bottom
absorber thickness (reference dbot = 1.5 μm) if the W-textured TCO
is used instead of pyramidal type TCO superstrate. Further potential
improvements in solar cell performances were studied by introducing
ideal haze parameter, H = 1, and a broad ADF (Lambertian) in
simulations. The results revealed further improvements, especially
due to the broad ADF, where both, the long-wavelength QEtop and the
long-wavelength QEbot are enhanced, as a consequence of improved
light trapping in the solar cell. The analysis of the optical losses for the
cell with enhanced scattering properties reveals noticeable absorption
losses in the back reﬂector (ZnO/Ag). Considering enhanced scattering
parameters (H = 1, Lambertian ADF) and applying a back reﬂector
without optical losses, simulation indicates that in this case the share
of potentially available JSC from AM 1.5 spectrum (λ = 350–1100 nm)
is 30% in the top absorber (dtop = 0.35 μm) and 36.2% in the bottom
absorber (dbot = 1.5 μm). By keeping the JSC unchanged, the theoretical thickness reductions of the top and the bottom absorber are in this
case −45.7% and −63.3%, respectively.
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